Classic dash nova

Concourse kits come with their own sending units for the water temp and oil pressure gauges.
LED kit not included. This product may contain a chemical known by the State of California to
cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Dash
Kits. Click on the dash panel and gauge type of choice and see how your new Classic Dash will
look. Matte Black. Brushed Aluminum. Carbon Fiber. No Gauges. Black Premier Elite. Black
Sterling Elite. Sterling Platinum Elite. White Premier Elite. White Sterling Elite. Phantom Mechanical. Sport Comp - Mechanical. Ultra-Lite - Mechanical. Phantom Electric. Sport Comp
Electric. Ultra-Lite Electric. American Muscle. GT Series. Phantom II. Sport Comp II. Ultra-Lite II.
C2 Gauges. NV Gauges. Concourse Black. Concourse Silver. Concourse White. Autocross Gray.
Autocross Yellow. Add to Wish list. Remove from Wish list. Reviews There are no reviews yet.
You may also likeâ€¦ Add to cart. Add to cart. Wiring Harness. Dash :. Gauges :. There is no
doubt that owning and driving a classic automobile is an enjoyable experience. But, that feeling
can quickly diminish if your classic happens to leave you stranded on the side of the road. To
get the old dash cluster out, you first need to remove the two nuts under the steering column,
so the column can be lowered to give you some room for working. After that is done, remove
the four screws holding the cluster in place. Interior upgrades usually include aftermarket seats,
a new shifter â€” definitely a sound system, and possibly, a set of aftermarket gauges.
Upgrading the gauges is a good idea, because proper engine monitoring can often eliminate
those aforementioned, impromptu roadside delays. Such is the case with gauges. As much as
we hate to admit it, things do wear out, and either need to be fixed or replaced. The gauges in
your classic ride are no exception. With our wire harness, it really is a no brainer to wire the
dash using just simple hand tools and a volt meter. Anyone can hook up a dash in just a few
hours. Back then, the myriad of choices available got you either a black or chrome bezel, with
either full-sweep or degree sweep gauges. There was not much of a myriad, huh? Other than
that, you got what the manufacturer made. Now however, it seems like the sky is the limit in
gauge design. If you want your gauges backlit in green, it can be done. Do you want black,
silver, or white faced gauges â€” take your pick. If you decide to use the radio delete gauge pod,
some cutting and drilling of the dash is required. If the car has been upgraded with a modern
engine, new and modern gauges really need to be part of the equation. The wiring kit comes in
two halves. One half connects to the car, and the other half connects to the gauges.
Connections are easy, as every wire is marked so you know where to connect it. It was
definitely time to do something. One of T. While searching for the plate, we came across Classic
Dash , and learned that they have a great way to upgrade the gauges in the Nova, and really
improve the interior appearance as well. Once we had the gauges installed in the radio-delete
bezel, the wiring was connected. Molded in a UV-resistant, ABS material, the Classic Dash
instrument panel is offered in a matte black, brushed aluminum, or carbon fiber finish. The kit
will replace the stock gauge panel, which allows the car owner to install a speedometer,
tachometer, and fuel gauge. We fed the wiring harness through the former radio opening, and
attached the bezel to the dash. Not only that, but the kit also comes with a bezel that acts as a
radio-delete plate, and lets you install other engine-monitoring gauges. The radio-delete panel is
designed to house the extra gauges where the radio used to be, and does required some cutting
and drilling so it can be mounted. Although it used to be thought that only mechanical gauges
could be accurate, the American Muscle gauges we chose are electric. This plug-and-play
system is designed to work with their electric speedometer. The unit is sealed, so it can be
mounted almost anywhere, and utilizes a paintable GPS antenna. GPS speedometers are very
accurate, and that helps with avoiding traffic tickets. The gauge kit does come with a
mechanical-to-electronic signal transducer, which means that the original speedometer cable
can be retained if so desired. The Auto Meter gauges come with a speedometer sensor that will
connect to your existing speedometer cable, and then connect to the Auto Meter electronic
Speedometer. Like we said, the kit is designed so that the home DIY guy can complete the
install and have stellar results. We met T. We chose to do the install at Old Glory, since they
specialize in rebuilding classic cars. The thought being, if we ran into any issues, we could
handle it right there and then. Fortunately, the install was easy, and we only needed simple
hand tools. We started by lowering the steering column to make some room to work, and the
removed the four screws holding the bezel to the dash. Classic Dash eliminates that concern by
supplying a dash-to-car wiring harness that makes this kit easy to install. The wiring harness
sent with the kit is very complete, color coded, and includes a very thorough and
simple-to-understand instruction manual. The first page of the instruction manual is an
overview of the wiring harness. This in itself will be enough guidance to help with the install, but
following that are gauge-by-gauge instructions on the following pages that provide clear and
concise information for mounting each gauge. We started by installing the car portion of the

wire harness first, and as we said, each wire is marked for where it connects, be it a sending
unit, speed sensor, or ignition. With the car side of the wiring handled, it was time to install the
gauges into the bezels, and wire them. With the final connections made, the only thing left to do
was to install the main gauge cluster, hit the switch, and check the operation of the gauges. The
new dash clusters and gauges not only improve the look of our interior, they also help eliminate
any unexpected roadside stops, by giving T. Build your own custom newsletter with the content
you love from Chevy Hardcore, directly to your inbox, absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your
e-mail and only send content you request. We'll send you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore
articles, news, car features, and videos every week. We promise not to use your email address
for anything but exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors
Advertising. News All News New Products. What is Pro Touring? Following the wiring diagram
makes the wiring connections simple. Latest News. New Products. More Stories. Hardcore
Chevys in your Inbox. Subscribe Now. We think you might like No thanks. Drag Racing. Engine
Tech. There are two considerations; style and functionality. Often cars came with huge linear
speedometers, no tachometer, and "idiot lights" to monitor key functions and sometimes faux
wood grain or fabric inserts. Not only can you update the look of the dash by selecting a matte
black, brushed aluminum or carbon fiber finished panel and trim pieces, with some applications
, and equip it with gauges styles that range from classic to contemporary. Products to Compare
max of 3 X. Add to Cart. Factory Shipped. Ships FREE here for details and exclusions. Store
Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE -. Select your vehicle to verify fitment. Select a vehicle to
verify fitment. Select Vehicle. We estimate this item will ship on or before February 23rd. Add to
Buildlist. Click to Login. Info There are two considerations; style and functionality. Important
Messages This item ships directly from the manufacturer. It may take an additional 1 business
days for Classic Dash to ship this item. Ground shipping only in the contiguous US. This item
ships via Ground Shipping only. Expedited and Air shipping options are not available. Related
Products. More Like This. View All Instrument Panel Bezels. Write a Review. Speedway Motors
employee Pat joins us once again. Replacing Fuel Sending Unit. Learn how to replace a fuel
sending unit. Our fuel gauge sending unit guide and installation video covers all you need to
match your fuel sender and gauge. Darrian demonstrates how to program our Omega Kustom
Quad Gauges. Check it out! Pat talks about our GPS module that generates a speed signal to
your electronic speedometer. Check out the second video on how to program Omega Kustom
Gauges! Darrian explains how to program the Omega Kustom 3-N-1 Gauge in the third and final
video of the series. You May Also Like. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We
appreciate your patience and continued support. Product H Have you been looking for a dash
solution for your vehicle, but just cannot find anything you like or that is cost effective? No
need to look any further as Holley has created a full color touch screen dash that includes View
Product Details. Product W This universal ignition switch panel is a great solution for hot rods,
race cars, or customized muscle cars. Polished aluminum panel. Toggle switch with cover?
Toggle switch without cover? The thermo-formed ABS gauge panel is designed with thicker,
more rigid base materials, heavy duty mounting bosses and deep recessed gauge pockets for a
high performance appearance that will completely replace your original Product DDT. Dakota
Digital Series III instrument systems offer the latest technologies and features for your classic.
Built with high-brightness vacuum flourescent displays, this dash cluster offers a lifetime of
trouble-free use while Product DDB. Product Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All
Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Aftermarket Dash
Kits Customer Service. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours. JavaScript seems to
be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript
in your browser. Eckler's warehouse is open, shipping daily and ready to meet all of your
automotive needs. Most orders ship same day! Call us at to place your order so that we can
verify and then match the current retail price. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the
beginning of the images gallery. SKU Alt : Low Price Guarantee. Read the full guarantee.
Options Choose an Option Fitment Nova, thru View More. View More. Shipping Notes This item
has additional shipping charges due to heavy weight or oversize dimensions. Availability: Ships
Direct From Manufacturer. Add to Cart. Add to Project List. Classic Dash's instrument panel will
replace the original gauge housing. This panel comes with Autometer Phantom Electric Gauges
and includes wiring harness, oil and water temp sending units, turn signal and high beam
indicators. Eckler's Classic Chevy Trucks is proud to offer this superior instrument gauge panel
upgrade for your , , , , , , , , , and Chevy or Gmc Truck. For more information, visit More
Information Alt. More from this Brand. Order Summary. Submit Review. Year , , , , , , , JavaScript
seems to be disabled in your browser. For th
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e best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Eckler's
warehouse is open, shipping daily and ready to meet all of your automotive needs. Most orders
ship same day! Call us at to place your order so that we can verify and then match the current
retail price. Classic Dash's instrument panel will replace the original gauge housing. This
housing will come with 6 pre-drilled holes for your factory or custom gauges Trust Eckler's
Nova for all your , and Nova parts and accessories. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip
to the beginning of the images gallery. SKU Alt : Low Price Guarantee. Read the full guarantee.
Options Choose an Option Fitment Nova, thru View More. View More. Shipping Notes This item
has additional shipping charges due to heavy weight or oversize dimensions. Availability: Ships
Direct From Manufacturer. Add to Cart. Add to Project List. For more information, visit More
Information Alt. More from this Brand. Order Summary. Submit Review.

